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DRAM failure detection. A large fraction of DRAM failures occur due to interference between cells located in close proximity:
some cells fail when specific patterns are stored in neighboring
cells, as shown in prior works [18, 35, 39, 43, 45, 47, 64]. We
call this phenomenon data-dependent failures. These failures
can be detected by testing neighboring cells with a data pattern
that induces the maximum interference between the cells, which
we call the worst-case data pattern. Detecting data-dependent
failures at the system level is particularly challenging: DRAM
vendors internally scramble the address space, and therefore,
adjacent bit addresses in the system (i.e., system addresses) do
not map to adjacent cells in the physical DRAM cell arrays
(i.e., physical addresses). This mapping of system address to
physical address, referred to as address mapping, is different
for each vendor and each chip generation (depending on the
internal design of chips), making it difficult to expose it to the
system. Without precise knowledge of the address mapping, the
worst-case data pattern cannot be applied to induce the maximum interference in physically neighboring cells, since adjacent
bit addresses at the system level might not map to cells that are
physically adjacent.
Figure 1 shows one example of address scrambling. If the
system address and physical address are mapped linearly, datadependent failure in the cell at the system-level bit address X
can be detected by writing the worst-case pattern at systemlevel bit addresses X-1, X, and X+1. Unfortunately, due to
scrambled mapping of system addresses to physical addresses,
physically neighboring cells can have completely different system addresses. In this example, the left physical neighbor is
located at system address X+1, the right physical neighbor at
X+5.

System-level detection and mitigation of DRAM failures offer a variety of system enhancements, such as better reliability,
scalability, energy, and performance. Unfortunately, systemlevel detection is challenging for DRAM failures that depend on
the data content of neighboring cells (data-dependent failures).
DRAM vendors internally scramble/remap the system-level address space. Therefore, testing data-dependent failures using
neighboring system-level addresses does not actually test the
cells that are physically adjacent. In this work, we argue that
one promising way to uncover data-dependent failures in the
system is to determine the location of physically neighboring
cells in the system address space. Unfortunately, if done naively,
such a test takes 49 days to detect neighboring addresses even
in a single memory row, making it infeasible in real systems.
We develop PARBOR, an efficient system-level technique that
determines the locations of the physically neighboring DRAM
cells in the system address space and uses this information to
detect data-dependent failures. To our knowledge, this is the
first work that solves the challenge of detecting data-dependent
failures in DRAM in the presence of DRAM-internal scrambling of system-level addresses. We experimentally demonstrate
the effectiveness of PARBOR using 144 real DRAM chips from
three major vendors. Our experimental evaluation shows that
PARBOR 1) detects neighboring cell locations with only 66-90
tests, a 745,654X reduction compared to the naive test, and 2)
uncovers 21.9% more failures compared to a random-pattern
test that is unaware of the neighbor cell locations. We introduce
a new mechanism that utilizes PARBOR to reduce refresh rate
based on the data content of memory locations, thereby improving system performance and efficiency. We hope that our fast
and efficient system-level detection technique enables other new
ideas and mechanisms that improve the reliability, performance,
and energy efficiency of DRAM-based memory systems.
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Figure 1: Scrambled mapping of system address to physical

1. Introduction

In this work, we show that one way to uncover data-dependent
DRAM failures at the system level is to determine the location
of physically neighboring cells in the system address space
and use that information to devise test patterns that ensure that
the physically neighboring cells are tested with the worst-case
data pattern. This is a promising approach considering that
each generation of chips can have different address mappings,
and a technique that can learn the mapping will be generally
applicable to any system with any chip. As a cell is primarily affected by two immediate neighbor cells [1, 60], such a
system-level mechanism should detect the locations of these
immediate neighbors. Unfortunately, naively ensuring that all
two physically neighboring cells are covered in testing requires
exhaustively testing every combination of two bit addresses in a
row, an O(n2 ) test where n is the number of cells, which takes
49 days of testing even for a single row with 8K cells. As cells
get smaller and more vulnerable to cell-to-cell interference, it
is likely that potentially more neighboring cells will affect each
other in the future [2], increasing the test time to 1115 years
for three neighbors and 9.1M years for four neighbors. Clearly,
it is not feasible to run tests for such a long time to uncover
data-dependent failures.
Our goal in this work is to propose a fast and efficient mechanism to determine the locations of the physically neighboring

The tremendous growth in DRAM capacity over the last few
decades resulted from the continued scaling of DRAM process
technology. By making the cell dimensions smaller, more cells
can be packed in the same die area, enabling more capacity at
the same cost. Unfortunately, scaling cells to smaller technology
nodes introduces major reliability issues in DRAM [34, 37, 39,
46, 47, 52, 56, 57, 58, 60, 64]. In order to enable reliable DRAM
in future memory systems, prior works proposed to detect and
mitigate DRAM failures in the field, while the system is under
operation. Such system-level detection of DRAM failures has
three advantages. First, it can enable better scaling of DRAM
by manufacturing smaller and unreliable cells, but providing
reliability guarantees by detecting and mitigating failures at the
system level [6, 35, 47, 51, 59, 62]. Second, it can provide
better reliability against failures that escape the manufacturing
tests [30, 39, 53, 67, 74, 75]. Third, it can improve system
performance and power/energy consumption by enabling the
system to reduce the access latency [18, 27, 43] and refresh
rate [46, 48, 62, 80] of robust DRAM cells, while maintaining a
higher latency and higher refresh rate for likely-to-fail cells.
Even though a system-level detection and mitigation technique offers better reliability, performance, and energy efficiency, such a technique faces a major unresolved challenge in
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We show that PARBOR enables not only prior optimizations
that rely on system-level detection of data-dependent failures,
but also new system-level optimizations that improve the reliability, performance, and energy efficiency of DRAM. We propose
and evaluate one such mechanism that improves DRAM performance by reducing refresh operations. We call this new refresh
reduction technique data content-based refresh (DC-REF). The
key idea of DC-REF is to employ a high refresh rate only in rows
where the data content of the application matches the worst-case
pattern that causes failures. Our evaluation shows that DC-REF
reduces the number of refreshes by 73% and improves performance by 18% for a system with 32 Gbit DRAM chips and 8
cores running a wide range of applications.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• This is the first work to propose an efficient system-level
mechanism for locating the addresses of neighboring cells
in DRAM devices. Our mechanism, PARBOR, reduces
the test time for such detection by exploiting the notion of
strongly coupled cells and recursively testing multiple rows
in parallel. We use the addresses of physically neighboring
cells to devise a new test methodology that can efficiently
uncover data-dependent failures.
• We experimentally demonstrate that PARBOR can detect
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the neighboring cell locations with a small number of tests.
Using an FPGA-based infrastructure, we show that PARB 0
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0 C 0
BOR detects neighboring locations with only 66 − 90 tests
in 144 real DRAM chips from three major manufacturers, a
(a) Strongly Coupled
(b) Weakly Coupled
90X and 745,654X reduction compared to optimized/naive
tests, with respectively O(n) and O(n2 ) complexity.
Figure 2: Strong vs. weak coupling of neighboring cells
• We show that PARBOR uncovers, on average, 21.9% more
However, detecting the address of only one neighbor can have
failures than a test with random data patterns that is unaware
a negative effect on the coverage of failures for weakly coupled
of the locations of neighboring cells.
cells, as these cells depend on the content of both neighbors
• We show that PARBOR enables new mechanisms to improve
instead of one. Our second key idea enables us to detect both
future memory systems. Based on the detected patterns that
neighboring locations with multiple simple linear tests. The idea
cause failures in cells, we propose a data content-based
is based on the observation that internal DRAM organization
refresh minimization mechanism, DC-REF, which improves
is mostly regular and repetitive, with an abundance of paralperformance by 18% for a system with 32 Gbit DRAM chips
lelism in rows. Due to the regularity in internal DRAM address
and 8 cores over a wide range of applications.
mapping, the distance of the left neighbor in the system address
space is the same for many cells in multiple rows. Ditto for 2. Background
the distance of the right neighbor. And, due to randomness in
We provide necessary background on DRAM organization
process variation, some strongly coupled cells fail based on the
content of the left neighbor and some on the right neighbor. By and cell operation to understand the causes of data-dependent
running parallel tests in different rows simultaneously, we can failures. We refer the reader to other works for more detail on
detect the system address distance of both the left neighbor and the DRAM system and its operation [16, 38, 42, 43, 44, 46, 69].
the right neighbor for different strongly coupled cells, which 2.1. DRAM Organization
together serve as the distances of the left and right neighbors for
Figure 3a shows the high level organization of DRAM. A
weakly coupled cells (since internal DRAM address mapping DRAM module is connected to the memory controller through
is very regular across rows). Consequently, it is possible to a channel and each module is hierarchically organized into mulestimate the addresses of all neighboring cells by testing multi- tiple ranks, chips, and banks. For example, a typical DRAM
ple cells in different rows simultaneously and aggregating the module can have one rank with 8 chips, where each chip consists
distances of the neighboring locations found in those rows.
of 8 banks. While accessing a 64-byte cache line from DRAM,
Based on these two key ideas, we propose PArallel Recursive each chip transfers 64 bits of data in 8 bursts.
neighBOR (PARBOR) testing, which detects the locations of
physically neighboring cells efficiently by recursively testing
Wordline
multiple rows in parallel. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
...
PARBOR by evaluating it using real DRAM chips. Using an
Transistor
...
FPGA-based infrastructure, we are able to find the locations of
Chip 7
Chip 0
Chip 1
Cell
physically neighboring cells in 144 real DRAM chips manufacSense Amplifier
Rank
tured by three major vendors with only 66 − 90 tests, a 90X and
(a) DRAM Hierarchy
(b) Cell Array
745,654X reduction, respectively, compared to tests with O(n)
Figure 3: DRAM organization
and O(n2 ) complexity. Using this neighboring cell location information, we devise a new test methodology, which performs
only a small number of test iterations to uncover data dependent
DRAM banks are organized as multiple 2D arrays of cells.
failures in the entire chip. PARBOR uncovers 21.9% more fail- Figure 3b shows a cell array within a bank, and sense amplifiers
ures than a test with random data patterns that is unaware of the that are used to latch data values read from cells. A cell consists
locations of neighboring cells in 144 tested DRAM chips.
of a capacitor and a transistor. The capacitor stores data as
Memory
Controller

cells in the system address space. Doing so would help to detect
data-dependent failures in the system and thus would enable
techniques that improve DRAM reliability, latency, and energy,
and aid DRAM technology scaling.
To this end, we develop an efficient test method based on two
key ideas. The first key idea leverages the observation that cells
exhibit variability in the way they get affected by cell-to-cell
interference. Even though cells get affected by both left and right
neighbors, some cells are strongly coupled to only one neighbor
(due to process variation) and fail when the data content of only
one neighbor changes. We call these cells strongly coupled cells.
Figure 2 shows the variability in coupling in three different
cells (A, B, C, each marked as Victim). Cells A and B are
strongly coupled cells: they fail depending on the content of
only the left or the right neighbor, respectively. Cell C is a
weakly coupled cell: it fails only when both neighbors contain
the worst-case data pattern. Leveraging our observation, our
key idea to reduce the test time is to locate the address of only
one neighboring cell of strongly coupled cells. This approach
reduces the test time from O(n2 ) to O(n), as each address bit
needs to be tested linearly once to determine the address that
causes the data-dependent failure in the strongly coupled cell.
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(a) Cell operation
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(b) Failure during charge sharing
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(c) Failure during sensing and amplification

Figure 4: Example data-dependent failures due to coupling

charge, and the transistor acts as a switch to the capacitor. While
accessing a row, all cells in the row are selected in parallel using
a wire called wordline. An individual cell in each column is
accessed through a vertical wire called bitline.
2.2. DRAM Cell Operation
Figure 4a describes DRAM cell operation in detail. A cell is
represented as a circle and a sense amplifier is represented as a
rectangular box. We represent the amount of charge in grayscale
where white depicts the discharged state, 0 (data value ‘0’), dark
gray the charged state, Q (data value ‘1’), and light gray the
quiescent state. DRAM cell operation can be explained with
three major steps:
À P RECHARGED . Initially, each cell in a bank is in charged
(Q) or discharged (0) state, depending on the data value stored
in the cell. Bitlines are maintained at a voltage level of 12 VDD , to
enable access to the bank.
Á C HARGE S HARING . Activation of a row raises the voltage
in the wordline, connecting the cell capacitor to the bitline.
Depending on whether the cell is charged (Q) or discharged (0),
charge flows out of or into the cell, slightly perturbing the bitline
voltage from 12 VDD to 12 VDD ± δ .
Â S ENSING AND A MPLIFICATION . After the charge sharing
phase, the sense amplifier “senses” the voltage perturbation
towards VDD or 0 in its corresponding bitlines and starts to
“amplify” this voltage in the same direction. Data values can be
read from the sense amplifiers during this time. A cell remains
in quiescent state during this transition and is restored to its
original state once the bitline voltage stabilizes to VDD or 0.
Once read or write accesses to the row are complete, the bank
is brought back to the P RECHARGED state: the cell capacitor
and sense amplifiers are disconnected from the bitlines, and the
bitlines are driven back to 12 VDD .
So far, we discussed cell operation without considering interference among cells. We next discuss the impact of data values
of neighboring cells on cell operation.
2.3. Data-Dependent Failures: Causes and Examples
Adjacent cells can interfere with (i.e., disturb) each other,
depending on the values (i.e., charge) stored in them. A bit
failure occurs when a cell is disturbed enough to alter the data
value stored in the cell. We call such a failure that is a function of the data values of neighboring cells as data-dependent
failure. The cell experiencing the failure is the victim cell. A
data-dependent failure is caused by coupling between adjacent
bitlines due to parasitic coupling capacitance [1, 45, 47, 60, 64].
This capacitance provides an indirect path between neighboring
cells, which affects cell operation and hence value. Here, we
discuss the impact of the coupling capacitance between adjacent
bitlines on data-dependent failures in an open bitline DRAM
architecture [66, 68].1 We examine data-dependent failures in
two groups based on the affected stage of cell operation.
During C HARGE S HARING . The voltage difference in two
adjacent bitlines is responsible for data-dependent failures dur-

ing the CHARGE SHARING phase. A capacitor starts to build up
charge in the presence of a voltage difference between its two
nodes, but remains quiescent otherwise. In the presence of a
voltage difference in neighboring bitlines, coupling capacitance
between adjacent bitlines builds up, providing an extra path for
charge flow that perturbs the voltage in bitlines. Figure 4b depicts this effect, where we show three neighboring cells in a row.
The middle cell is the victim that is in charged state (Q), and the
two adjacent cells (left and right neighbors) are discharged (0).
A data-dependent failure during the CHARGE SHARING phase
occurs in three steps:
¶ Once the wordline is raised, charge flows out of the victim
cell (Q), perturbing the bitline voltage to 12 VDD + δ . At the same
time, charge flows from the bitline to discharged neighbor cells
(0), perturbing the neighboring bitlines towards 0 ( 21 VDD − δ ).
· The coupling capacitor between the victim and neighbors
now experiences the voltage 12 VDD +δ at one node and 12 VDD −δ
at the other. Due to the increasing voltage difference between the
neighboring bitlines, the coupling capacitance starts to increase.
¸ As a result, some charge from the victim bitline flows
towards the parasitic capacitor, decreasing the bitline voltage
from 12 VDD + δ to 12 VDD + δ − ε. If the voltage decreases to the
point that the sense amplifier senses the voltage perturbation as
data value ‘0’, it drives the victim bitline towards 0 instead of
VDD , resulting in a failure in the victim cell.
Note that this failure is data-dependent because it would not
occur if the adjacent cells have the same initial data value. In
that case, all neighboring bitlines experience similar changes in
bitline voltage during the charge sharing phase (either 12 VDD + δ
or 12 VDD −δ for all bitlines). The coupling capacitor experiences
minimal voltage difference, and thus there is no effect on cell
access.
During S ENSING AND A MPLIFICATION . The time-delay
in sensing two adjacent bitlines is responsible for data-dependent
failures during the SENSING AND AMPLIFICATION phase. In the
presence of a sudden voltage change in one node of a capacitor,
the coupling effect changes the voltage of the other node in
the same direction. During SENSING AND AMPLIFICATION,
due to imperfect timing, if one bitline is sensed and amplified
before the neighbors are sensed, the sudden change in the bitline
voltage perturbs the neighboring bitlines, which can lead to
a data-dependent failure. Figure 4c depicts this effect, where
the middle cell is the victim in charged state (Q), and the two
adjacent cells (left and right neighbors) are discharged (0). Once
the wordline is raised, voltages in the bitlines are perturbed to
1
2 VDD ± δ depending on the initial state of the cells. A datadependent failure during the SENSING AND AMPLIFICATION
phase occurs in three steps:
¶ Due to time delay, the two neighboring bitlines are sensed
and amplified towards 0 before the victim bitline is sensed.
· As a result, the coupling capacitor between the victim and
the neighbor experiences a sudden voltage change towards 0 in
the node connected to the neighbor bitline. Consequently, the
other node of the capacitor connected to the victim bitline also
experiences a similar voltage change towards 0.

1 All major DRAM vendors use the open bitline architecture, as it enables
higher DRAM density.
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¸ When the sense amplifier finally starts to sense the victim
bitline, it senses a value less than 12 VDD + δ and can wrongly
sense it as data value ‘0’, resulting in a failure in the victim cell.
This failure is data-dependent because it would not occur
if the adjacent cells have the same initial data value. In this
case, all the bitlines are driven in the same direction during the
sensing and amplification phase. Therefore, voltage in the coupling capacitor increases or decreases the voltage of all bitlines
towards the original values of the cells. Thus, neighboring cells
with the same content do not lead to data-dependent failures.
Manufacturing Tests for Data-Dependent Failures. Manufacturers exhaustively test DRAM cells for data-dependent
failures after production. First, they determine the data pattern
that introduces maximum cell-to-cell interference through the
coupling capacitor, which can lead to a data-dependent failure [3, 4, 19, 33, 36, 70, 71, 78]. This pattern is the worst-case
pattern. Second, they test the chips with the worst-case pattern,
while the cells store the minimum possible amount of charge,
to make sure that cells are more vulnerable to failure. DRAM
cells leak charge gradually and are refreshed periodically over
time. A cell contains the minimum amount of charge just before
refresh and is thus more vulnerable to data-dependent failures
just before refresh [3, 35, 43, 47, 83]. Manufacturers test for
data-dependent failures by writing the worst-case pattern in the
cells and waiting for the end of the refresh interval before accessing the cells again. A data-dependent failure is detected if the
data value read from a cell does not match the value originally
written into the cell. The chip is either discarded or repaired if
there is any data-dependent failure.

cells) in multiple cell arrays. The data of the activated row gets
latched in the local sense-amplifiers (LSA). As each LSA’s width
is approximately twice the width of a cell, data from a row is
latched in two different rows of LSAs [17, 68], one at the top
and the other at the bottom of each cell array. Second, upon a
read command, data is transferred from the LSAs to global senseamplifiers (GSA) via long global bitlines. Each bank contains
only a small number (64 – 128) of global bitlines and GSAs due
to their large width and hence high cost. Because of this large
mismatch in the number of LSAs and GSAs, only a fraction of
data from the LSAs can be transferred to GSAs at a given time.
MUX
Top LSA Row
+1 X +5 +4

+3 +2 +7 +6

Cells
Bottom LSA Row
GSA

Burst0
Burst1

X
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Figure 5: An example of address scrambling

Depending on how (i) cells are connected to LSAs and (ii)
LSAs are connected to GSAs, different address mappings are
possible in a DRAM chip. Figure 5 illustrates one example mapping. The system writes to bit addresses X to X+7 in two bursts
through the I/O pins. The number in a cell in the figure represents the address of that cell as a difference from address X (e.g.,
X: X+0, +7: X+7). When the first burst of data arrives at the
IO pins, the data first gets distributed into two groups (X, X+1),
(X+2, X+3), where each group is buffered in GSAs connected
to different cell arrays. Then, depending on the way top and
bottom LSAs are connected to cells, data bits get swapped when
transferred from LSAs to cells (X, X+1 to X+1, X). Similarly,
data in the second burst ends up in different arrays swapped as
(X+5, X+4) and (X+7, X+6).
As shown in the figure, finally, the neighboring cells of X
get data from system address bits X+1 and X+5. Due to this
internal address scrambling, testing for data-dependent failures
with neighboring system addresses (X, X+1, X+2) would not
test physically neighboring cells within DRAM.
Challenge 2: Long Test Time. Without knowledge of address mapping, detecting data-dependent failures at the system
level is hard, as the system does not know the addresses of
physically neighboring cells. Many prior works that depend
on system-level detection of data-dependent failures assume
that simple tests with all 0s/1s data patterns can detect datadependent failures. Unfortunately, prior studies [6, 47] show
that a large fraction of failures remain undetected with such
simple tests. As a result, mechanisms built on top of such simple tests are impractical as they would face severe reliability
issues. One prior work [35] tries to solve this problem by testing
DRAM with a large number of random data patterns. Many
rounds of tests with random patterns increase the probability of
discovering more failures by increasing the likelihood of writing
the worst case pattern into the addresses mapped to physically
neighboring cells [35]. Unfortunately, system-level testing with
random patterns take very long, are expensive, and make it difficult to provide any guarantees on the fraction of data-dependent
failures that remain undetected [35] (as we will quantitatively
show in Section 7).
One alternate way to uncover data-dependent failures is to
determine the location of physically neighboring cells in the
system address space and use that information to ensure that
the physically neighboring cells are tested with the worst-case
pattern. This is a promising approach, since each generation
of chips can have different address mappings: a technique that

3. Challenges of System-Level Detection
of Data-Dependent Failures
Traditionally, DRAM chips are tested for data-dependent
failures at the manufacturing time. However, data-dependent
failures are becoming more difficult to test for as DRAM cell
size reduces. Recent works propose different system optimizations that can be enabled by detecting data-dependent failures
while DRAM is being used in the field, during online system
operation. As described in Section 1, such system-level detection of data-dependent failures can enable better DRAM scaling [6, 35, 47, 51, 59, 62], reliability [39, 53, 67, 74, 75], and
latency and refresh reduction [18, 27, 43, 46, 48, 62, 80]. Unfortunately, detection of data-dependent failures at the system
level faces two major challenges.
Challenge 1: Address Scrambling. The system can theoretically detect data-dependent failures by writing the worst-case
pattern in the neighboring bit addresses in DRAM. Unfortunately, DRAM vendors scramble the system address space internally in the DRAM chip. As a result, neighboring addresses in
the system address space do not correspond to neighboring cells
in the physical cell array. The mapping of system address space
to physical address space, which we call address mapping, is
not exposed to the system. This mapping could be different for
different vendors and generations of DRAM chips, making it
difficult to expose it to the system. DRAM manufacturers might
also not want to expose this mapping to the system as it might
provide competitive information related to DRAM yield.
The reason behind this address scrambling lies in the costoptimized organization of DRAM internals [70, 78]. During
an access, DRAM data is buffered internally in multiple stages
before it is sent over the bus through the IO pins [44]. To
minimize cost, DRAM-internal buffers are organized in a hierarchical manner, where each level has a different number of
entries. Data gets scrambled while passing from a wider to a
narrower structure [70, 78].
Figure 5 shows two stages of buffering in a DRAM bank.
First, an access to a DRAM bank activates an entire row (8K
4

can quickly learn that mapping is applicable to any system
with any chip. As a cell receives the most interference from
its two immediate neighbors [1, 60], it is possible to devise an
exhaustive test to determine the locations of these two neighbors.
For each potential failing cell (victim), such a test would exhaustively test all combinations of two bit addresses in a DRAM
row. The victim would fail when the addresses of the neighbors
are being tested, indicating where the neighbors are located in
the system address space. For example, when the cell at address
X in Figure 5 is tested, out of all two bit address combinations
within the row, the cell at X would fail only when content in
addresses X+1 and X+5 is set to the worst case pattern, revealing
the system addresses of immediate neighbors. Unfortunately, selecting every combination of 2 bit addresses from n bit addresses
requires O(n2 ) tests and takes 49 days of testing for a row with
n = 8K cells (Discussed in Appendix). As cells get smaller
and more vulnerable to cell-to-cell interference, it is likely that
potentially more neighboring cells will affect each other in the
future [2]. Determining the location of k-neighboring cells requires O(nk ) tests, increasing the test time to 1115 years/9.1M
years for detecting physical addresses of three/four neighbors.
Clearly, it is not feasible to run tests for such a long time.
Our goal in this work is to develop a fast and efficient testing
method to determine the locations of physically neighboring
cells in the system address space and use that information to
detect data-dependent failures in DRAM.

both neighbors contain the opposite data value than the victim,
the victim bitline experiences a large enough interference that
makes the cell fail. Figure 6b shows an example of a weakly
coupled cell.
Leveraging our observation, our key idea to reduce test time
is to locate the address of only one neighboring cell of a strongly
coupled cell. Instead of detecting the addresses of both neighbors by testing every combination of two bit addresses in a
DRAM row, each address now has to be tested linearly just once.
This approach has two major advantages. First, it reduces the
test time from quadratic O(n2 ) to linear O(n), where n is the
number of cells in a row. Second, it makes other well-known
optimizations applicable to this linear test. In this work, we
apply a recursive test to further reduce test time. Instead of
testing one bit address at a time, we divide the address space
of an entire row into smaller regions and test all addresses in
one region at once. Only the region that contains the neighbor
address is tested in the next levels of the recursion. When the
region size becomes one, we find the exact bit address of the
neighboring cell. This divide and conquer mechanism reduces
our test time to θ (n) (See details in Appendix).
4.2. Key Idea 2: Exploiting DRAM Regularity
and Parallelism
Our first key idea to detect the address of only one neighbor
significantly reduces test time. Unfortunately, it decreases the
coverage of failures, as without the knowledge of both neighboring addresses, it will not be possible to detect all data-dependent
failures (i.e., weakly coupled cells). Our second key idea enables us to detect both neighboring locations only with simple
linear tests. The idea is based on the observation that DRAM is
internally organized as a 2D array of similar and repetitive tiles.
The regularity in tiles results in regularity in address mapping
within and across the tiles.2
Figure 7 shows a bank with 32K rows and 8K cells per row,
where cells are divided into smaller tiles. Two cells located at
the same column of a tile likely have the same address mapping
for their neighboring cells. For example, the system address
offsets of the two neighboring cells of each of X, Y and Z are
+1 and +5, in Figure 7.

4. Key Ideas
In this work, (i) we develop an efficient system-level test
method to detect data-dependent failures in DRAM, (ii) experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of our mechanism
using real DRAM chips, and (iii) discuss new uses cases of
our mechanism to improve system reliability and performance.
Our system-level test method for determining the location of
neighboring cells builds upon two key ideas.
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4.1. Key Idea 1: Exploiting Strongly Coupled Cells
Our first key idea is based on the observation that cells affected by bitline coupling due to parasitic capacitance between
neighboring bitlines can be divided into two groups based on
their sensitivity to coupling: Strongly vs. Weakly coupled.
8K Cells
(i) Strongly Coupled Cells. In Section 2, we discussed that
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...
... +1 X +5
surrounded by neighboring cells containing the opposite data
...
... +1 Y +5
value (e.g., charged victim cell (Q) surrounded by discharged
...
...
...
... +1 Z +5
...
(0) neighbors). However, due to process variation, some cells
Local
Sense Amplifiers
experience a large enough interference to cause a data-dependent
Global Sense Amplifiers
failure even when only one neighbor has the opposite value. We
Bank
Tile
call such cells strongly coupled cells. Figure 6a illustrates a
Figure 7: Regularity in address mapping across rows
strongly coupled victim cell that fails based on the data content
of only the left neighbor, irrespective of the content of the right
We propose to utilize this regularity in mapping by running
one. A strongly coupled cell can be coupled with either the left parallel tests in different rows simultaneously. Due to randomor the right neighbor.
ness in process variation, some strongly coupled cells will fail
depending on the content of the right neighbor and some on
left. As the mapping is the same in different rows, even if the
Left Victim Right
Left Victim Right
Q
Q
Q
Q
0
0
0
cells tested are located in different rows, the location of the
0
0
0
0
0
neighboring cells will be the same. By running parallel tests
in different rows simultaneously, we can detect the system address distance of both the left neighbor and the right neighbor
for different strongly coupled cells, which together serve as the
0
0
1
0
0
0
distances of the left and right neighbors for weakly coupled
P RECHARGED
S HARING AND
P RECHARGED
S HARING AND
A MPLIFICATION
A MPLIFICATION
cells. Consequently, it is possible to estimate the addresses of
all neighboring cells by testing multiple cells in different rows
(a) Strongly coupled cell
(b) Weakly coupled cell
simultaneously and aggregating the distances of the neighboring
Figure 6: Cells have different sensitivity to coupling
locations found in those rows. For example, in Figure 7, the
(ii) Weakly Coupled Cells. For these cells, the content of
only one neighbor cannot make the victim fail. Only when

2 A very small fraction of faulty cells are remapped in DRAM [28, 41, 78].
Section 7.3 discusses how remapped cells can be handled.
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test of some rows would find +1 as the neighbor distance (for dependence.3 PARBOR includes such a cell in the initial set of
strongly coupled cells that are coupled with their left neighbors) victim cells. We demonstrate the effect of the size of this initial
and the test of some other rows would find +5. Aggregating the set in Section 7.3.
single neighbor distances found in all rows would provide both
Note that accurately detecting data-dependent failures is chaldistances as the locations of neighboring cells.
lenging as it is difficult to resolve the root cause behind failures. For example, some weak cells fail irrespective of the con5. PARBOR: System-Level Parallel Recursive tent of the neighbors [47], soft failures occur randomly across
cells [7, 76], VRT cells fail when charge randomly gets trapped
Neighbor Testing
in the gate of the transistor and causes the capacitor to leak
Based on our two key ideas, we propose an efficient system- charge faster [47, 55, 65, 85], etc. Thus, when a failure is found
level technique for detecting the locations of neighboring cells, (during the determination of the initial set of victim cells), its
called PArallel Recursive neighBOR (PARBOR) testing. We cause might not be data dependence. We resolve this issue by
first present the high-level design of PARBOR, and then discuss making PARBOR robust to such random failures. PARBOR
design challenges and our solutions to solve those challenges.
first detects a set of failures (i.e., the initial set of victim cells)
that are likely to be caused by data dependence. It later filters
5.1. Design Overview
out random failures from this set (Section 5.2.4).
At the high level, PARBOR first determines the location of 5.2.2. Representation of Neighbor Addresses
neighbors in the system address space by simultaneously testing
PARBOR determines the physically neighboring cell admultiple rows containing data-dependent failures and aggregating the neighbor locations found in each row. Next, PARBOR dresses by running simultaneous recursive tests in multiple rows
uses this information to test every cell in DRAM by applying to exploit the regularity in DRAM chips. Representing the neighthe worst-case data pattern to the neighboring cells and detects bor addresses efficiently is important as recording the neighbor
address for every bit in a row will incur a large overhead. PARall data-dependent failures. PARBOR has five major steps.
BOR simplifies the representation of neighbor addresses by
¶ Construct an initial set of victims that fail depending on expressing each neighbor address as a distance (or, offset) from
the data content in the neighboring cells (Section 5.2.1).
the victim cell. We observe that, due to regularity in address
· Simultaneously test all the rows containing the initial set mapping, the distance of any physically neighboring cell from
of victims. Test each row recursively by dividing it into smaller the victim can be represented with a limited set of numbers.
subregions until PARBOR finds the bit addresses of the neigh- Figure 8 demonstrates the possible distances of any cell with
boring cells (Section 5.2.3).
the example mapping discussed in Figure 5 of Section 3. The
¸ Aggregate the locations of neighboring cells found in each system address for the cells in the row runs from 0 to 15, as
row. Due to the regularity of DRAM tiles, the neighbors of shown below the cell array. The figure shows that all physidifferent victim cells are found at common regular distances cally neighboring cells are located at a distance of {±1, ±5},
from each victim cell’s system address (Section 5.2.2). Thus, irrespective of the absolute address of the victim cell. This
the union of all distances found in step · for the initial set of distance-based representation not only eliminates the necessity
victims provides a set of possible distances where the physically to record every single neighbor address, but also simplifies the
neighboring cells can be located for any cell in the chip.
recursive algorithm, which we discuss next.
¹ Filter out the random (non-data-dependent) failures that
Left Victim Right
Left Victim Right
occurred during the tests, as these failures can potentially include
some non-neighbor locations in the set of possible distances
+1 A +5
determined in step ¸ (Section 5.2.4).
Cell Array
+1 B +5
−5 C −1
º Use the information on neighbor distances to detect data−5 D −1
dependent failures in the entire chip by ensuring that all phys1 0 5 4 9 8 13 12
3 2 7 6 11 10 15 14 Address
ically neighboring cells are tested with the worst-case pattern.
Test independent bits in the address space simultaneously to
±1 ±5 ±1 ±5 ±1 ±5 ±1
±1 ±5 ±1 ±5 ±1 ±5 ±1
reduce the test time (Section 5.2.5).
Distance = Address Difference
Figure 8: Representing neighbor addresses as distances
5.2. Detailed Design
PARBOR has five design challenges. (i) How to determine the
initial set of victim cells that exhibit data-dependent failures? (ii)
How to represent the neighbor locations efficiently for all cells?
(iii) How to recursively test a row? (iv) How to identify and filter
out random (non-data-dependent) failures during the tests? (v)
How to efficiently use the location information of neighboring
cells to test the entire chip for data-dependent failures? Next,
we provide a full overview of these challenges and describe our
proposed mechanisms that address these challenges.

5.2.3. Recursive Test Algorithm
PARBOR recursively divides a row into smaller regions. The
region that contains the victim address is called the victim region. Each region is tested to determine if the neighbor address
belongs to that region. To test a region, opposite data values are
written to the victim address and to the bits in the test region.
This ensures that if the neighbor cell is located in the test region,
victim and neighbor cells contain the worst-case pattern. If the
victim is strongly coupled to the neighbor cell, data value written
5.2.1. Determining the Initial Set of Victim Cells
to the victim will flip due to interference from the neighbor cell.
PARBOR relies on a set of known victim cells that exhibit When data is read back from the victim region and compared
data-dependent failures to determine the locations of the phys- to the original values written, victim data will result in a misically neighboring cells. This initial victim set is needed as match. The region that contains the address of the neighbor that
testing for neighbor addresses in any random cell will likely not causes the victim to fail is referred to as neighbor region. We
work, as that cell might not be vulnerable to failure at all. To represent the regions using distance, too. If the neighbor address
determine the initial set of victim cells, PARBOR first tests a
3 DRAM cells can store data value 1 as either charged state or discharged
DRAM chip with multiple different data patterns. A cell that
operates correctly for one pattern, but fails when the content in state [47]. To make sure that both types of cells are tested, every pattern tested
the row changes with a different pattern is likely to exhibit data in PARBOR is also accompanied with the inverse pattern.
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±1} (as shown at L2 in Figure 10), At the next level, only the
regions at these distances are tested.
¸ PARBOR keeps dividing the neighbor regions until the
region size becomes 1 at level 4. At this level, D fails while
testing the region located at distance -5. Thus, we can deduce
the location of the neighbor bit address. Note that the union of
distances found for only four cells (A, B, C, and D) at this level
({±1, ±5}) provides the possible distances of neighbors for any
cell in this chip.
5.2.4. Filtering Random Failures During Tests
PARBOR starts the recursive tests with an approximate set of
data-dependent failures. However, some of these failures might
be caused by other phenomena (for example, soft failures [7, 76],
VRT [55, 65, 85], wordline coupling [39, 64], etc.). Failures
might also occur due to marginal cells that hold barely enough
charge to reliably store data until the end of the refresh interval.
Content in these marginal cells are sometimes read correctly,
sometimes not. These random failures interfere with PARBOR
during the recursive testing. A random failure may occur while
testing some region at a level, which wrongfully indicates that
region as a neighbor region, even though the region may not
contain any physically neighboring cells. PARBOR has to be
robust to such random failures, as our goal is to accurately
detect the neighboring locations of data-dependent cell failures.
In order to eliminate the noise induced by random failures,
PARBOR takes two steps. First, PARBOR discards the distances
found due to a victim cell that repeatedly exhibits failures while
testing most of the regions. These are likely to be marginal
failures as opposed to data-dependent ones. Second, PARBOR
ranks the distances of neighboring regions at each level. It
only considers the distances that occur very frequently. Due
to regularity in mapping, victims are likely to fail at a limited,
common set of distances. Hence, infrequent distances are likely
to occur due to random failures. We provide the frequency
of different distances found in real chips in Section 7.3, and
demonstrate how ranking helps to avoid noise from random
failures.
5.2.5. Finding Data-Dependent Failures in the Entire Chip
Once the addresses of the physically neighboring cells are
known, well-known test methods, such as neighborhood patternsensitive fault (NPSF) tests [19, 77]), can be applied. These
tests identify hard faults depending on the data stored in nearby
memory cells. Efficient algorithms for detecting NPSFs are
based on March algorithms, which repeat a set of operations
for each bit. However, testing one bit at a time is not costeffective at the system level, as multiple data bits are transferred
in parallel (typically 8/16 bits per chip) from DRAM to the
processor. In order to take advantage of parallel data transfer in
real systems, we devise neighbor location-aware data patterns
that can simultaneously test different independent parts of the
row and reduce the number of required tests. The system can test
for a data-dependent failure by writing the worst-case pattern
in the victim cell and at the neighboring addresses. We observe
that multiple victim cells and their potential neighbors can be
tested simultaneously, if they do not interfere with each other.
At the end of the recursive algorithm, PARBOR already has
a set of distances that contain the possible locations of neighboring addresses. We use this information in two ways to test
independent parts of rows in parallel. First, PARBOR determines the maximum distance between a victim and the neighbor,
as any address located outside that region does not interfere with
the victim cell and therefore, can be tested at the same time.
PARBOR divides row addresses into chunks, where the length
of a chunk is equal to the maximum distance between the victim
and neighbors, and tests each of these chunks in parallel. For example, if the neighboring cells are located at distance ±8, each
16-bit chunk in a row can be tested at once. However, within

is located within the victim region, then the distance is 0; if
neighbor address is located in the immediate neighbor region,
then distance is ±1, and so on. These neighbor distances found
in multiple rows represent possible neighbor locations in the
entire chip. The reason is that, due to the regularity in mapping,
the left or the right neighbor locations for all cells in the chip
can be represented with a limited set of distances, as shown in
Figure 8. In order to find all possible neighbor locations, each
neighbor distance found in multiple rows is aggregated at each
level. In the next level of the recursive algorithm, only those
regions where a neighbor is found are subdivided into smaller
regions and tested recursively until the region size becomes one.
The aggregate list of all found distances provide the neighbor
locations for any cell in the entire chip.
We provide a simple example of our recursive testing method.
PARBOR starts with an initial set of victims that exhibit datadependent failures ({A, B, C, D}), as shown in Figure 8. The
victims are strongly coupled with one of their neighbors, denoted
by red circles in the figure. The distance between the victim
and neighbor address is shown within the cell. In this example,
PARBOR divides a region into equal halves at every level of the
recursive algorithm. As the address space is 16 bits, the region
size becomes 8 in the first level of the recursion. This region is
recursively divided into smaller regions of sizes 4, 2, and 1 in
the next levels. In Figure 9, we show the steps of the recursive
test for cell D, located at address 5. Each level of the recursive
test is labeled as L1, L2, and so on. At each level, the neighbor
region found is shown with a red outlined box. Figure 10 shows
the union of distances found at each level for all victim cells.
Victim Address

Neighbor Address
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8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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Figure 9: Recursive test for cell D
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Figure 10: Union of distances at each level for A, B, C, and D

¶ At the first level of the recursion (L1), the entire row is
divided into two regions, each containing 8 bits: Region 0 (address bits 0–7) and Region 1 (address bits 8–15). D fails while
Region 0 is tested. As D also belongs to Region 0, PARBOR
determines that the distance between the victim and neighbor
region for D is 0. By testing the other rows simultaneously,
PARBOR finds that all victims fail at distance 0 at this level.
· At the next level, PARBOR divides the neighbor regions
found in level 1 into two smaller regions of size 4. For cell D,
these two regions contain address bits 0–3 and 4–7 (as shown in
the second level in Figure 9, denoted by L2). The neighbor of D
is located at address 0, which resides in the region at distance -1.
Therefore, D fails while testing the region at distance -1. On the
other hand, cell A is located at the region with address bits 8–11
and the neighbor (address 15) is located in the next immediate
region with address bits 12–15. Therefore, A fails at distance
+1. Similarly, PARBOR determines that B and C fail at distance
0. PARBOR creates a union of the distances at level 2 as {0,
7

each chunk, each bit is tested serially. Therefore, this method
would require 16 rounds to test each bit in a chunk of size 16.
Second, within each chunk, only the victim and the neighbor are
dependent. Bits in-between these two locations in the system
address space can be tested independently at the same time. In
this example, as the neighbor is located at distance 8, the first 8
bits in the 16-bit chunk (bit 0–7) do not interfere with each other
and are independent. Therefore, instead of testing one bit at a
time within the chunk, the first 8 bits within the chunk are tested
at once. As a result, each chunk can be tested in two rounds: the
first 8 bits in round 1 and the second 8 bits in round 2. As all
the chunks in the system address space are tested in parallel, all
cells in the chip can be tested in two rounds.
We conclude that PARBOR is an efficient mechanism that
determines the location of physically neighboring cells with a
recursive test and uses that information to test the entire chip for
data-dependent failures with a small number of neighbor-aware
data patterns.

locations of any cell and (ii) uncovering data-dependent failures.
Then, we provide detailed analyses of PARBOR.
7.1. Determining Neighbor Locations with PARBOR
We provide (i) the implementation details of the recursive algorithm used in our experiments, (ii) neighbor address distances
found by PARBOR at each level of the recursion, and (iii) the
number of tests performed during the recursion.
Details of the recursive algorithm. The tested modules in
this work all have 8K cells in a row. In our experiments, PARBOR recursively tests 8K cells in a row by dividing the row into
smaller regions until the region size becomes 1. PARBOR uses
5 levels of recursive testing to get to a region size of 1 from
a row size of 8K. The row is divided into two regions of size
4096 bits at the first level. At the remaining levels, each region
is divided into eight subregions (of sizes 512, 64, 8, and 1 for
levels 2 to 5, respectively).
Neighbor distances at each level of the recursion. Figure 11 shows the union of distances of neighbor locations found
by PARBOR at each level of the recursion for modules from
three different vendors. We found that all modules from a specific vendor and generation exhibit the same distances. Figure 11a shows that in the first two levels (L1 and L2), when the
row is divided into regions of 4096 bits and 512 bits respectively,
modules from A always have the neighbor region at distance
0. In the next levels, neighbor regions are found at multiple
distances. For example, neighbors are found at distances {0,
±1} at L3, and at distances {±1, ±2, ±6} at L4. Finally, at
the last level (L5), when region size becomes 1, neighbors are
found at distances {±8, ±16, ±48}. This set represents the
possible distances of the physically neighboring cells for any
cell in the system address space. We observe that neighbor
distances found by PARBOR are different across vendors. For
example, distances of neighbor cells for A is {±8, ±16, ±48},
whereas it is {±1, ±64} for B, and {±16, ±33, ±49} for C.
We conclude that PARBOR is capable of determining neighbor
locations across different vendors and generations.
Number of tests for the recursive algorithm. PARBOR
takes the union of neighbor distances found for all victim cells
at each level of the recursive test. Neighbor regions found at
each level are divided into smaller regions, and these smaller
regions are tested serially at the next level to determine which of
them contains the neighbor location. As a result, the number of
tests at each level directly depends on the number of neighbor
regions found at the prior level. If the number of tests at level
i is ti , the number of neighbor regions found in the prior level
is Ni−1 , and each region is divided into Si subregions at level i,
then ti =Ni−1 * Si .
Table 1 shows the number of tests performed at each level
for modules from three different vendors. At the first level, the
entire row is divided into two regions of size 4096 bits, and
therefore requires two tests (shown in the column labeled as
L1 in the table). Figure 11 shows that for modules from A,
PARBOR always finds the neighbor region at distance 0 at L1
and L2. As a result, it subdivides this region into 8 smaller
regions at the next levels and therefore, requires 1*8=8 tests at
L2 and L3, respectively. At L3, for the same modules, PARBOR
finds three neighboring regions at distances {0, ±1}. Therefore,

6. Experimental Design and Infrastructure
In order to determine the efficacy of PARBOR in finding
the neighboring bit locations and uncovering data-dependent
failures, we test PARBOR with real DRAM chips using an
FPGA-based infrastructure. Similar to our prior works that
studied DRAM failures in off-the-shelf chips [18, 35, 39, 43, 47],
our infrastructure consists of a Xilinx ML605 board that is
connected to a host PC using a PCIe bus [84]. PARBOR is
implemented as a system-level test in the host, interfaced with
the memory controller to read and write DRAM modules.
Temperature. The amount of time DRAM cells can retain
charge largely depends on the operating temperature and almost
halves with every 10 ◦ C increase in temperature [35, 39]. As
data-dependent failures get affected by the amount of charge in
the victim cells, our experiments isolate the effect of the temperature using a temperature-controlled heat chamber. PARBOR is
targeted for systems running in the field, which usually operate
at the temperature range of 20 ◦ C–60 ◦ C [24, 43, 49]. Consequently, we run our experiments at 45 ◦ C, with sensitivity tests
at 40 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C. We find that neighbor locations determined
by PARBOR are not dependent on temperature.
Refresh Interval. A large refresh interval makes a cell more
vulnerable to failures. Prior works test DRAM at a large refresh
interval to model increased cell vulnerability in the future [29,
35, 47, 62]. In this work, PARBOR operates at a higher refresh
interval of 4 s (4 s at 45 ◦ C corresponds to 328 ms at 85 ◦ C [47]).
We expect that our results will hold at other refresh intervals as
prior works show that data-dependent failures exhibit similar
characteristics across different refresh intervals [35, 47].
DRAM Modules. We tested PARBOR using 18 DRAM
modules containing 144 chips from three different vendors. All
modules have a capacity of 2 GB and were manufactured within
the last five years (2011–2014).
Source Code and Data Release. We will release the source
code of PARBOR and data for all DRAM chips we tested at [61].

7. Results and Analysis
We first show the efficacy of PARBOR in (i) finding the
distances in the system address space of physically neighboring
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it requires 3*8=24 tests at the next level (L4). The rightmost
column of Table 1 shows that the total number of tests performed
by PARBOR is 90/66/90 for modules from vendors A/B/C, a
90X/745,654X reduction compared to tests with O(n)/O(n2 )
runtime. We conclude that PARBOR determines the neighbor
locations very efficiently with a small number of tests.

Figure 12: Extra failures uncovered using PARBOR

across vendors and depends on the vulnerability of the chips in
the module. For example, on average, modules from C are more
vulnerable to data dependent failures compared to modules from
A and B (Notice the log scale). We conclude that PARBOR
can effectively uncover more data-dependent failures in DRAM
by testing with neighbor-aware data patterns instead of random
data patterns.
Coverage of failures. We examine the fraction of failures
detected by PARBOR compared to all failures uncovered by
both PARBOR and random pattern tests. Figure 13 shows the
percentage of failures in three specific modules detected by (i)
only PARBOR, (ii) only random tests, and (iii) both PARBOR
and random tests. We make two major observations from this
figure. First, a significant fraction of failures are detected only
by PARBOR (20-30%). Second, only a small fraction of failures
remains undetected by PARBOR (less than 1% for Module A1
and C1 and around 5% for Module B1 ).

Table 1: Number of tests performed by PARBOR

We also find that different modules from a given vendor require the same number of tests in our experiments (not tabulated). We believe this is because each vendor may have their
own unique address scrambling mechanisms and internal designs that last across multiple DRAM generations.
7.2. Uncovering Data Dependent Failures with PARBOR
After discovering the distances of neighbor locations, PARBOR utilizes this information to develop generalized neighboraware test patterns for the entire chip. We provide (i) the number
of neighbor-aware data patterns for different modules in our experiments, (ii) the number of data-dependent failures detected
using those patterns, and (iii) the fraction of failures detected by
PARBOR compared to all known failures (coverage).
Number of neighbor-aware test patterns. As discussed in
section 5.2.5, PARBOR generates neighbor-aware data patterns
such that independent regions of a row that do not interfere with
each other can be tested simultaneously. In our experiments, all
tested DRAM chips have neighboring locations within distances
of ±64. Consequently, PARBOR can test each 128-bit chunk in
a row at the same time.4 PARBOR further reduces the number
of test data patterns when addresses within a 128-bit chunk do
not interfere with each other. For example, neighboring cells
in modules from A are located at distances ±48, ±16, and
±8. As a result, each set of 8 bits in the 128-bit chunk do not
interfere with each other and therefore, are tested in parallel
for A, requiring a total of 16 rounds of tests. In order to test
both true and anti cells [47], each pattern is accompanied with
the inverse pattern. Therefore, 2*16=32 rounds are required
to test every bit in the entire chip for modules from A. In our
experiments, modules from B and C require a total of 32 and 16
rounds of tests, respectively.
Increase in detected failures. Figure 12 shows the additional failures detected by PARBOR using the neighbor-aware
data patterns compared to tests with random patterns that are
unaware of the neighboring locations. We keep the number of
performed tests constant in this figure, i.e., the number of random pattern tests is limited to the number of tests performed by
PARBOR. The total number of tests in PARBOR is the sum of
(i) recursive test to determine the neighbor locations (66-90), (ii)
tests with neighbor-aware patterns (16-32), and (iii) initial tests
for locating sample victim bits (10). This amounts to 92-132
tests depending on vendor, which takes 38-55 seconds for a
2GB module with a refresh interval of 64 ms (See Appendix for
details). The bars in the figure depict the new failures detected
by PARBOR and the lines depict the percentage increase in
detected failures with PARBOR.
We make two observations from Figure 12. First, PARBOR
identifies 1K to 45K more failures in every tested module, resulting in a 2–55% increase in total detected failures. Second, the
absolute number of failures detected by PARBOR is different

Detected by Both
Only by Random
Only by PARBOR

Detected by Both
Only by Random
Only by PARBOR

Detected by Both
Only by Random
Only by PARBOR

(a) Module A1

(b) Module B1

(c) Module C1

Figure 13: Coverage of failures for A1 , B1 , and C1

There are two possible sources for failures that occur only
in tests with random patterns. First, prior works have shown
that DRAM cells are vulnerable to randomly-occurring failures,
such as soft failures [7, 76], VRT [55, 65, 85], etc. As these failures occur randomly, it is possible that such failures happened to
occur during random pattern tests and not during PARBOR tests.
Second, PARBOR depends on the regularity of physical address
mapping in DRAM. However, a small fraction of faulty columns
are remapped to some redundant columns available in the cell
array, which reduces regularity in physical address mapping in
DRAM. As such redundant columns may have neighbor cells
located at different positions than regular cells, PARBOR cannot
detect data-dependent failures in these cells. As the number of
failures not detected by PARBOR is relatively small, we conclude that our neighbor-aware test method effectively uncovers
more failures than testing with random patterns.
7.3. Sensitivity and Analysis
As discussed in Section 5.2.4, PARBOR ranks the distances
found at each level of the recursive algorithm based on the
frequency of distances. It eliminates the infrequent distances
from consideration, to avoid detecting the random, non-datadependent failures that occur throughout the tests. In this section,
we (i) show how these random failures impact the frequency of
distances, (ii) demonstrate the effect of the size of initial set of
victim cells, i.e., sample size, on the ranking of distances, and
(iii) discuss the limitations of PARBOR.
Avoiding random failures with ranking of distances. Figure 14 shows the ranks of regions at level 4 for three different
modules. Each bar at distance X in the figure represents the
number of times a neighbor region at distance ±x is discovered,

4 Note that these 128 bits belong to a single chip. As our tested modules
access 8 bits per chip in a burst, accessing these 128 bits requires 16 bursts.
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Figure 14: Ranking of regions in recursion level 4 for A1 , B1 , and C1
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normalized to the most frequent distance. We observe that some
distances occur very frequently (for example, distances ±1, ±2,
±6 in Module A1 ). These are the regions where the neighbor
cells are very likely located. On the other hand, some distances
occur relatively infrequently (for example, distances ±3 and ±9
in Module B1 ). These distances are most likely noise caused by
random failures. By not considering such distances that occur
very infrequently, PARBOR eliminates the effect of random
failures from the determination of distances of neighboring cells.
We conclude that ranking of distances is an effective way to
filter out the noise caused by random failures.
Effect of the size of the initial set of victim cells (i.e., sample size). PARBOR identifies an initial set of victim cells and
determines the neighboring locations for these cells with the
recursive testing it employs. The sample size of this initial set
can affect the ranking of distances performed at each level of the
recursive test. For example, a small set of victim cells might not
be enough to differentiate data-dependent failures from random
failures that are due to non-data-dependent reasons. Figure 15
shows the effect of sample size on ranking. We perform this
sensitivity study in two modules (Module B1 , and C1 ) with four
different sample sizes (1K, 5K, 10K, and 15K). We observe that
for some modules (e.g., B1 ), there is a clear partition between
frequent and non-frequent regions: the amplitude of the frequent
regions is much higher than that of the others. Therefore, random failures do not affect the frequent regions, as we vary the
sample size of initial set of victim cells. On the other hand, for
some modules (e.g., C1 ) the difference between frequent and
non-frequent regions is not as clear. A small sample size might
negatively affect the ranking of distances in such modules. For
example, distance 5 in module C1 is frequent when testing with
a small sample size (1K), but, with a larger sample size, it is
clear that this distance is not frequent relative to others. We
conclude that a larger sample size for the initial set of victim
cells makes ranking more robust to random failures and thus
PARBOR more accurate in identifying data-dependent failures.
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Figure 15: Ranking for B1 and C1 with different sample sizes

Limitation. PARBOR depends on the regularity of DRAM
organization to determine the locations of the neighboring cells.
Unfortunately, a small number of cells in DRAM chips can
have neighboring cells in different distances than regular cells.
These cell are remapped in redundant columns to correct permanent faults in the cell array [28, 41].5 As the fraction of
remapped cells is quite low [78], such cells do not greatly affect the coverage of our mechanism. However, as cells become
more vulnerable with scaling, it is likely that DRAM chips will
include more redundancy in the future, and PARBOR might
become less effective in detecting all data-dependent failures.
5 Remapped

We provide a simple way to extend PARBOR to detect datadependent failures in remapped columns. If a large fraction of
cells gets remapped in the future, the initial set of victim cells
will likely include some of the remapped cells. Therefore, neighbor regions for these cells will show up as infrequent regions
in the ranking stage of PARBOR. In the current implementation, PARBOR discards infrequent neighbor distances to filter
out random failures. By taking into account these infrequent
regions in intelligent ways, it would be possible to detect the
neighboring locations of remapped cells.

8. A New Use Case for PARBOR
PARBOR enables existing mechanisms that require detecting
data-dependent failures in the system [6, 35, 46, 47, 48, 59, 80].
On top of that, PARBOR can also enable new mechanisms to
improve DRAM reliability, performance, and energy efficiency.
We propose one such new use case for PARBOR.
Data content-based refresh. Existing refresh optimization
techniques minimize refresh operations by using a lower refresh
rate for rows that can reliably retain data at that refresh rate [46,
48, 62, 80]. These works rely on detecting weak cells that
have low retention times, so that they can refresh the rows
such cells reside in at a higher refresh rate, to avoid data loss.
However, these techniques do not take into account the fact that
retention failures in such weak rows occur only with the worstcase pattern. Instead, they always refresh weak rows frequently.
In reality, application data does not always contain the worstcase pattern in weak rows. Therefore, there is an opportunity to
further reduce the refresh rate based on the current data content
of DRAM rows.
We propose a new refresh reduction technique, called Data
Content-based REFresh (DC-REF). The key idea of DC-REF
is to employ a high refresh rate only when the data content of
the row exhibits the worst-case pattern. DC-REF uses PARBOR
to determine the location of data-dependent failures and the
worst-case pattern that causes the failures. When there is a write
to a row containing a cell vulnerable to data-dependent failure,
the new data content is checked against the worst-case pattern.
If and only if the new content matches the worst-case pattern,
the row is designated to be refreshed frequently.
Evaluation of DC-REF. We evaluate the performance of
DC-REF with Ramulator [40], an open-source cycle-accurate
DRAM simulator [63]. We use representative phases of 17
SPEC CPU2006 [73] applications as CPU traces [50]. We
evaluate 32 8-core multi-programmed workloads by randomly
assigning one application to each core. Our simulation executes
at least 256 ms on each core. We report performance as weighted
speedup [25, 72]. Table 2 shows the simulation parameters.
Figure 16 illustrates the system performance improvement
of DC-REF over the baseline system with a uniform refresh
interval of 64 ms. On average, DC-REF improves system performance by 18.0% for 32Gbit DRAM across all 32 workloads.6
Compared to RAIDR [46], a refresh reduction technique that
refreshes all rows with weak cells using a high refresh rate, irrespective of the data content of such rows, DC-REF reduces refresh operations by 27.6% and improves performance for 32Gbit

rows will have the same mapping as the rest of the cell array.
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6 We estimate tRFC (refresh latency) for 16/32Gbit DRAM as 590ns/1us,
similarly to the tRFC estimation in [46].
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10. Conclusion

Main Parameters

We introduced PARBOR, an efficient system-level technique
that
1) determines the locations of physically neighboring
Last-level
64B cache-line, 16-way associative,
cells in DRAM and 2) uses this information to uncover datacache
512KB private cache-slice per core
dependent failures. PARBOR greatly reduces the test time reMemory
DDR3-1600 [31], 2 channels, 2 ranks-per-channel
quired to determine physically neighboring cells by exploiting
1) our new observation that some DRAM cells are strongly afRefresh
RAIDR [46]: 64/256 ms for 16.4%/83.6% rows
fected by only one of their neighbors and 2) the regularity and
Interval
DC-REF: 64 ms for rows with the worst-case pattern,
abundant parallelism found in modern DRAM chips. To our
256 ms for the remaining rows
knowledge, this is the first work to provide a fast and practical
method to detect data-dependent DRAM failures at the system
Table 2: Configuration of simulated systems
level, in the presence of scrambling of addresses within DRAM.
DRAM by 3.0%. Note that the fraction of weak cells in RAIDR
We experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of PARBOR
is collected from real chips, using our FPGA-based infrastruc- using a large number of real DRAM chips. PARBOR greatly
ture. RAIDR always refreshes 16.4% of the rows with a high reduces the number of tests (by orders of magnitude) while unrefresh rate, while DC-REF reduces that fraction to only 2.7% covering significantly more data-dependent failures than stateon average over 17 SPEC benchmarks.
of-the-art testing methods. We demonstrate that PARBOR enables both previously-proposed and new techniques that improve
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DRAM reliability, performance and energy efficiency. We inRAIDR
DC-REF
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troduce the notion of Data Content-based REFresh (DC-REF)
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as one example new technique, and show that it significantly
improves system performance. We hope that PARBOR will also
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Figure 16: Performance of DC-REF vs. RAIDR
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We conclude that DC-REF is an effective mechanism to
improve system performance by leveraging both PARBOR
and the dynamic data content information of memory rows.
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9. Related Work
This is the first work to propose a feasible, fast and efficient
system-level detection mechanism to determine the locations of
physically neighboring DRAM cells and use that information
to detect all data-dependent cell failures. Prior works have
examined data-dependent failures in DRAM [1, 18, 35, 39, 43,
45, 47, 60, 64], NAND flash memory [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 26, 54], and SRAM [5, 23, 32, 79, 81, 82]. None of these
works developed a method for finding neighboring cell locations.
Some prior works focus on detecting data-dependent DRAM
failures, either in the system or using specialized logic within
DRAM with built-in self tests. Both of these types of works,
which we discuss next, have limitations that make them either
infeasible or impractical in a real system.
System-level detection. Prior works that depend on detecting
data-dependent DRAM failures in the system assume that a
simple test with all 0s/1s data pattern or random patterns can
detect all data-dependent failures [6, 35, 46, 48, 59, 80]. These
works are unaware of the location of physically neighboring
cells and, therefore, cannot detect all data-dependent failures, as
we showed in Section 7 with random patterns. Thus, they could
face serious reliability issues if deployed in a real system.
Built-in self test. Prior works propose to detect datadependent failures by implementing specialized built-in self
test (BIST) logic within DRAM chips. These works either assume that designers are aware of the locations of the physically
neighboring cells [19, 77] or use exhaustive testing mechanisms
to detect failures over the scrambled address space [20, 22]. Due
to their high runtime and complexity, these techniques cannot
be used for system-level detection of neighbor cell locations or
data-dependent failures, which is the focus of our work.
11
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Appendix
Time for Determining Neighboring Locations with Exhaustive
Testing. For each bit address in a row, we need to write the worst-case
pattern in the victim and the test cell, wait for 64 ms, and read them back
to detect the failures. In order to read/write these two cells, we need
to read data from the cells in the row buffer (tRCD ), transfer the blocks
containing the corresponding bits to the memory controller, and close
the row (tRP ). According to DDR3-1600 timing, time to read/write two
cache blocks is: tr = tRCD + tCCD + tRP = 13.75 + 5 ∗ 2 + 13.75 = 42.5
ns. Therefore, testing one address bit in a row takes 42.5 ns + 64 ms +
42.5 ns ≈ 64 ms. Testing all cells in an 8K-cell row (O(n) test) requires
64 ∗ 8192 ms = 8.73 minutes, n2 tests require 64 ∗ 81922 ms = 49 days,
n3 tests require 64 ∗ 81923 ms = 1115 years, n4 tests require 64 ∗ 81924
ms = 9.1 M years.
Computational Complexity of the Recursive Divide and Conquer Algorithm. Recurrence relations in divide and conquer algorithms have the following form: T (n) = aT (n/b) + f (n), where the
problem of size n is divided into b subproblems at each level, and only
a of those subproblems are solved in the next level. f (n) corresponds
to the additional work done outside the recursion. The solution for this
recursion is: T (n) = θ (n logb a) when f (n)=O(1) [21]. In PARBOR,
each region is divided into 8 smaller regions at each level. The execution time becomes T (n) = 8T (n/8) + O(1). Solving this recurrence,
T (n) = θ (n log8 8) = θ (n).
Time for Detecting Data-dependent Failures in an Entire Module with PARBOR. To test for data-dependent failures in an entire
module, we write a neighbor-aware data pattern in the entire module,
wait for 64 ms, and read the module to detect failures. In order to
read/write a row, we read data from the cells in the row buffer (tRCD ),
transfer the row to the memory controller, and close the row (tRP ).
According to DDR3-1600 timing, time to read/write an 8KB row is:
tr = tRCD +tCCD ∗(8KB/64B)+tRP = 13.75+5∗128+13.75 = 667.5
ns. In a 2GB module, there are 262144 rows, so reading/writing the
entire module would take tr ∗ 262144 ns = 174.98 ms. So, to test a
module once, it would take 174.98 + 64 + 174.98 ms = 413.96 ms. 92
tests with PARBOR take 92*413.96 ms = 32 seconds and 132 tests
take 132*413.96 ms = 55 seconds.

